See the forest from a different perspective, escape the rush of everyday, reconnect with nature, and challenge yourself to step outside your comfort zones while climbing and swinging through the trees!

DISCOVER YOURSELF

An Aerial Adventure Park consists of a series of aerial trails designed to challenge a participant’s agility, strength, balance, stamina, and courage.

Trails meander from tree to tree at various heights throughout the forest, and can include a variety of elements such as high wires, zip lines, balancing logs, rope ladders, cargo nets, suspended bridges, skateboards, kayaks and more. Courses ascend in order according to difficulty, ranging from introductory level courses up to expert level courses, offering a suitable challenge for each climber’s experience and abilities. On average, our parks provide guests with a 2-3 hour self guided experience.

All guests receive a comprehensive safety briefing where they are trained on course etiquette, and how to use their equipment properly. Once the safety brief is completed, they are free to enjoy an independent and self-paced adventure in the trees and certified instructors are regularly patrolling the park to provide assistance, support, encouragement, or rescue if need be.
RECONNECT WITH NATURE

With an increasing demand for healthy outdoor activities, we strive to make the world a better place through adventures that combine eco-tourism and an experience to thrill.

Our Aerial Adventure Parks present people with an opportunity to foster an appreciation for the environment, to develop physical and mental fitness, and to revitalize their self esteem and human spirit. We incorporate educational elements in each of our builds to align with “STEAM” standards and provide an exciting learning environment for kids.

Climbing in an Adventure Park is an exciting activity that appeals to the masses and provides a high guest capacity potential. At Tree-Mendous, we understand the value of efficiency and throughput. Our parks and choice of equipment provide an opportunity for participants to climb independently and at their own pace, eliminating any pressure to keep up with others. Each of our designs takes into account operator logistics, maximized course flow to ensure the highest level of operation, and high return on investment.

The addition of an Aerial Adventure Park is the perfect way to use trees as a source of revenue and drive new business to any recreation site. If your tree supply is scarce or unusable, we will supplement with natural looking extremely rot resistant black locust poles, a green alternative to pressure treated lumber.

Call (518) 288-2920 to get started today.